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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate the effect of (lark matter (listribultionl in te galaxy
on the positron spectrumn on earth. Ve wrote co(le to simulate two (listinct (lark
matter (distribution functions as well as the annihilations which convert them into
positrons. We then channelled the results into a galaxy propagation software package
GALPROP and obtained a positron spectrum on earth. Our results suggest that
while no dramatic differences emerge in the spectrum as a result of varying dark
matter (distril)utions further stlu(lies are nee(led to confi(dentlv establish the exact
nature of the relationship l)etweell the ellipticity of the (lark imatter profile and the
positron spectrum. Trajectories for other research designs are made clear as a result
of this project.
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1)
In this thesis, we investigate the effect of dark matter distribution in the galaxy
on the positron spectrun on earth. We wrote code to sirmulate two distinct dark
matter (listril)bution functions as well as the annihilations whi(ch convert them into
positrons. We then channelled the results into a galaxy propagation software package
GALPR(O')P and obtained a positron spectrum on earth. Our results suggest that
while no dramnlatic differences emerge in the spectrum as a result of varving clark
mnatter distributions, flther studies are nee(le(l to (onfidently establ)lish the exa(t
nature of te relationship )etweell the ellipticitv of the (lark ma.tter profile and the
positron spectrum. Trajectories for other research designs are mnade clear as a result
of this project.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The dark inatter search has been on the way for about 5() years, but as our ignorance of
what dark matter is persists, the pressure to find it icreases exponentially. Empirical
evidence, such as the WMNIAP survey by Spergel et al, has been providing increasingly
precise measurement of the (ldark matter density i the universe, making its existence
an almost absolute ('ertainty [1]. The validity of some of the inost adhered to theories
depends on the reality of these fabled particles. Higher mass densities of the universe
are favored by Big Bang theories, including inflation. Unfortunately, the hype over
this species of matter has not lead to success of fincling it in the lab. Experiments tell
us that if real, dark matter is electromagnetically neutral, gravitationally an(l weakly
inter(actin,- th t's all we know a1( so we ontinue to searc('h fr Weakly Interacting
Mlatter Particles, WIMNIPS, and other potential dark matter candidates.
Nuclear recoil, otherwise known as direct detection experiments have dominated
the attempts to find clark matter. Though it has failed to produce positive results.
many still claim it is the primary tool by which to unequivocally prove the existence
of (lark imnatter, whatever it may be, an(l to investigate its l)rop)erties. Still, kinks
in this detection technique remain to be worked out. The main problem is that
WIMP direct detection involves searches for unaccounted access energy of nuclei in
the detector. Presumably. rare collisions of nuclei with clark matter particles would
transfer mlomentum to te nuclei. XVIMPs woul(l thus )e found ulsing lmi)mlenltlum andl
energy conservation. However, separating WX IMP ollisiolls from noise in the (letec( tor
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remains a difficult task and angular signatures of these momentum transfers may not
prove helpful if the overall distribution of dark matter in our galaxy is spherically
sNx lnmmetric [3].
Despite failures at direct detection, efforts in the field have not abated. Conversely.
Particle -Phyvsics has joined forces with Cosmology, providing particle candidates for
the job of clark rnmatter. WIMNIPS are currently one of the favorites and in an effort
to find more evidence of them and(l constrain their prop)erties to make them more
trac(tabl)le in nuc(lear recoil experiments, several alternatives to (lirect detection hve
been developed [2]. as the arsenal of empirical evidence has continued to be reinforced
by theoretical findings. Higher nmass densities of the universe are favored 1b- Big Bang
theories. including inflation: and as particle physics enters the realm of Cosmology,
(can(li(lates for (lark matter which fit o)servatiolnal constraints well, most notably the
lightest of the Weakly Interacting Matter Particles or WIMNIPs, are emerging . With
the pressure to find dark matter mounting. several approaches to detection have been
introduced.
Tlhis thesis forms a small part in one of these in(lirect detection" methods. the
Alpha ILgnetic Spectrometer or AMNIS [4]. The l)remise behind the work is that
dark inatter annihilates to other Standard Mlodel particles, leaving signatures in the
cosmic ray spectrum. One expects, therefore, a sharp feature in the energy of cosmic
ray positrons which corresponds to the average energy of the dark matter particles.
'Thllis work attempits to model the (change in the p)ositron spe(trumii as a result of
a large presence of dark matter particles in the galaxy. It simulates the possible dark
matter distribution functions, each of which entails a different energy distribution for
dark nmatter. and feeds the resulting positron excess into a larger software package,
whi(ch simflates the positron b)ackground(. The combined result is a spe(trumn one
expects to see on earth in the event that the distribution function used is correct. As
clark matter distribution in the galaxy is constrained by galactic dynamics and em-
pirical observations of galactic rotation curves, finding a distribution function which
closelv approximates the veritable situationI in the galaxy is not unlikely.
Predictions for the positron spectruin in the presence of galactic (lark rimatter will
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be potentially useful in 2008 and onwards when the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer is
launched onto the International Space Station. The detector will be identifying cosmic
rays withL unp)rece(eIlte(td accuracy, while measuring energies i the unprecedente(t
range of ) to 3()0 GeV. In contrast, AMS-01 had the capacity to produce spectra
between () to 50 GeV [5]. Thus, when AMS-collected data of the positron spectrum
becomes available, it will enable us to compare empirical data against simulated
results for a muc(h larger range of energies then was prior possible. allowing us to gain
(deep)er insights into the (distributiol of (lark inatter i the alaxy.
15
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Chapter 2
Theoretical and Experimental
Foundations of the Dark Matter
Search
2.1 Experimental Evidence for Dark Matter
A large volune of experimental evidence collected in the past 15 years has made the
existence of (lark miatter a near certainty. The varietv of ob)servation techni(ques which
point to missing mass" and the consistently high confidence limit of each make for
a, very convincing empirical argument in favor of non-baryonic matter.
The earliest evidence for dark matter emerged when Fritz Zwicky at Caltech no-
ticed that measured dlensities of galaxy clusters violated the Virial theorem which
relates the potential and the kinetic energy of a sstem [7]. The theorem can be
derive(l fromn Newtonian gravity and Glauss's law as follows. The ravitatiom force on
an1 orbitingll) l)o(lv- is:
c 'irterior'rrl r 
R2 - R (2.1)R:2 
where M1 is the ttal mIass interior t the orbit which, as a cnseiquence of Gauss's
law, app))ears to be (on(entrate(l at the poilnt R= 0.
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Equivalently, the gravitational potential (4 is given by
GAIh-=_GMl (2.2)
Solving euation 2.1 for the orbital velocity of the object
' R (2.3)
Recognizing that te right side of equation 2.3 is the squlare root of the gravita-
tional potential we canll rewrite the above as
c2 = -4> (2.4)
Multiplying both sides by the entire mass of the galaxy, we obtain the Virial theorem
AIr-2 - (2.5)
R
:=~~~~ -u;~ (2.6)
where U is the net potential energy of the system due to the gravitational interaction.
In other words,
27' + UT = 0 (9.7)
where 7' =-:- ,tlf,2 is the net kinetic energy.
Equation 2.3 suggests that each orbit is characterized by a unique set of three
numbers the interior mass, the radius of the orl)it and the velocity of the orbiting
obje('t. If the velocity is smaller than that predlicte( b equation 2.3 then the body
falls into he center. If it is greater, then the body escapes the gravitational pull of
the central mass. Equivalently, in stable system, the potential energy is twice the
kinetic energy as eluation 2.7 suggests.
Zwicky noticed that in most galaxy clusters, the kinetic energy T surpassed the
potential energy U estimated from luminous mIass quantities by much more than a
factor of 2 [8]. His paper postulates that neither the Virile theorem nor inaccurate
measurements of the Kinetic energy produced the (liscrepatllcy b)etweenll theory and(l
exl)perimenlt. Rather the Potential energy derived front aplparent iass using euation
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2.2 was calculated incorrectly because not all existing matter was accounted for by
light. He attributes the problem. therefore, to large quantities of invisible mass.
In ad(lition to empirical findings from galaxy clusters, orbital velocity data from
the Milky Way itself suggested that here too most of matter is contained in the non-
11iniolus omp)onent. Data points at two (conflic(ting p)atternls. On the one hand. the
luminous matter delnsity seems to )e decreasing with radius. On the other hand,
orl)ital velocities remain nearly constant out to radii as large as 9 Kpc [9]. Given
equation 2.3 one of these findings must be wrong and the error is usually attributed
to the mass density calculations.
Rotation curve data from within galaxies and galaxy clusters is supplemented by
evidence from gravitational lensing. a technicque which was also pioneered b Fritz
Zwickv. AL gravitation lens is created when light from a far away galaxy is bent by a
Imore proxicnate massive object locate(l between the distant bo(dyv and earth. It is a
direct consequence of general relativity which predicts that light, possessing energy
will be bent by a strong gravitational field. As a result, electromagnetic radiation
encountering massive object, effectively begins orbiting it, spliting up into several
leainis of light. Consequently, an oserver on earth sees multiple identical images of
the smIe objec(t, separated bvan anguilar distance pI)rol)portional t the mass (of the
lensing object.
Needless to say, studies measuring the p)revalence of lenses can )provide an estimate
of the mass density of the universe-the more common gravitational lensing is and the
more extreme its effects, the greater the overall mass in our region of the universe. The
results of [111. for example, indicate that the matter density exceeds 0.38 of the critical
density at 2 T confidence even though the visible matter was, until recently estimated
to l)e nO more than 10 of the critical density (for a iscussion of critical density
see next section) [15], [2]. The most recent studies of cosmological parameters,
Microwave background surveys such as WIMAP, have frther constrained the baryonic
matter component to be no more than 5%'c of the total mass density in the universe
[1]. Ideed, empirical evidence leaves little room for doubt that dark matter is real
though yet intractable.
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2.2 Theoretical Evidence
2.2.1 Cosmology and Big Bang Models
The theoretical grounds bellindl( (lark matter include the currenitly favored Big Bang
Theories and Inflation, as well as particle physics theories. Two of the chief clark
matter candidates in particle physics include the massive WIMNIPS and the more light-
weight axions. Though both are a subject of research, WIMIPs are a favorite aong
imaniv sientists an(l constitute the focus of this resear(ch.
The science of cosmology was junip-started at the beginning of the century when
Hubble made a startling observation that the speed of recession of distant objects.
such as galaxy clusters from earth was directly proportional to their distance. This
information has been interpreted as evidenc(e that the iuniverse is exl)anding. ore
spec(ifically, if one (lesignates a static coor(linate system, then to find hysi(cally-
measured distances between two points in the universe one would have to multiply
their separation on the static metric by a time varying factor oa(t). Hubble's law states
that this scale factor for the metric of the universe satisfies the cliferential equation:
[(l ).,(t) =,(t) (2.S)
where H is the Hubble constant.
At roughly- the same time as Hubble made these observations. Friedmann no-
ticecl that Einstein's General Relativity elquations implied the following relationship
between the scale factor a(t) and other fimuclamental constants:
a) + 87wGv
( + t2 = -/)tot (2.9)
a ct2 3
Using the l)resent value of the Hubllble constant H an(l equlllation 2.8 we (can rewrite
2.9 as
k p
2a., + 1 32(2.10)
S7rGS N-
The (lenlominator of the right hand si(le of equations 2.10 has units of (lelnsity.
Defining i to be the critical density
3fC 2 (2.11)
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we can conclude that when p., the density of the universe, equals 1 k vanishes. This
situation has become known as the case of a flat universe. The density is always
written i termis of te critical dlensity /, and is given the symbnl)ol Q. Thus, when Q
is one, the universe is said to be flat. When it is greater than 1, the universe is closed
and destined for eventual collapse. When 9 is less than one, the universe is open and
xwill continue to expand forever.
'ITheories of inflation favor a flat universe, fixing the densitv of the nIiverse at the
critical (d'elisitv, requiring Q = 1. Q2 is undlerstoo(d to b)e colnpose( of three conlp)onents
as follows:
= _ + D11 + QB (2.12)
wher(e QDuA is the dark matter component, B is the Baryoni(c visil)le--inatter coin-
p)olienit and 2 is te lark energy (O()mp)onent, whi('ch is b)eyond the scope of this
disc iission.
As was previously mentioned. recent empirical studies support the case of a flat
universe. with WMAP's results for instance, measuring Q = 1.02 ± 0.02 [1]. With
visil)le imatter (constituting a mere c of te total mass density, 95(% of energy i the
universe remains unaccounted for. And as the integrityv of important theories hing-eson dark matter to uncover~~ ~~ thee vteIoD'
oa dark miatter existence, the pressure to uncover the identity of these mysterious
particles is mounting.
2.2.2 Relic Densities and Particle Candidates
Cosmnolog- and Particle Physics joined f(rces in attempts to solve the (lark matter
conundruin in the 1980's. Given that the physical size of the universe varies with
time according to equation 2.8, in the early epochs the energy concentration was high
because all the matter was contained in a small universe. As the universe expanclecd.
it (ooled (own. The rate of particle interaction can be writte as
F= no(E)t (2.13)
where o( is te interactionI cross-section, ni is te nmlm)er (density of te particles
and(l v is the relative velocity. If F > H, where H is the Hubble constant at time
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appropriate epoch and has units of 1/time, then the particles in question exist in
equilibrium. rapidly disintegrating into other particles and being created in turn.
\X'hen the universe expansion rate grows to exceed(l the rate of creation however, the
number density dropped exponentially and a relic abundance of particles remained.
The frequency of interaction is proportional to the interaction cross-section as
suggestecd by eclquation 2.13. The rate of annihilation of a species of particles depends
on the Imass and(l onl the coupling l)aramleter. Neutrino's, fr example. (lecoupled from
the rest (of the universe early on, when the telmp)erature was aroIund 1010 K in, be-
cause they,- are very weakly interacting. Their inability to interact electromagnetically
prevented them from annihilating at a high rate like the e+e- pairs did [?]. Similar
considerations are true when one considers WIMNIPs. Since they interact weakly, they
woul hav-e de(coupled early in the universe and(l would have annihilated to a lesser
(degree then electromagnetically non-Ineutral matter. Unlike neutrinos, however, their
higher miass would have caused them to be non-relativistic-a characteristic of what
hals been termed Cold Dark Matter, or CDMI. In fact, their combination of mass and
coupling coefficients would give them the relic density, the density after decoupling.
nee(le(d to accoullt for the non-baryonic nmatter density in the universe. As a result,
WIMPS figure as primary candidates in dark matter searches and will be assumed to
constitute the mlissing mass in the Milky Way in this studv.
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Chapter 3
Galactic Dynamics and Resulting
Constraints on Dark Matter
Distribution
3.1 Relevant Galactic Dynamics
3.1.1 Galactic Dynamics and the Boltzman Equation
Though a galaxy is miade out of millions of individual stars and clumps of matter
approxinimaIted by individual delta function potentials, collisions between individual
bodies are too rare to clominate the dynamics of the system. Thus a galaxy is best
(onl(ceive(l as a smioothly varying potential, created b and in turn interacting with
matter 14]. Given this realization, the Milkv NVy appears an a)ropriate nme fi
our galaxy: the comparison to a fluid dynamical system is a fitting one for galacitic
dynamics as we will see in the next sections.
The Virial theorem in equation 2.7 implies close coupling between kinetic and
potential energies of a galactic system. Indeed, combining equations 2.2 and 2.4 we
see that average velocity must vary wxith radius. To flly specify the galaxy one
requires not only the mass distribution in space, bu)llt also the miass (listribution in
momentum space; the two combined constitute what's known as plhase-space density.
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In fact Newtonian dynamics guarantees that these six pieces of information-- the three
componenits of position and velocity-at time zero are sufficient to determine all future
states of any system. I other words, to fully specify a Newtonian systemI such as a
galaxy one reqluires a six-dimensional vector:
wc = (x, i,) (3.1)
and a phase-space density, f which is a function of 'ua as well as of time:
f = f( u' t) (3. 2)
The function f must satisfy the condition discussed in the preceding section that a
galaxy not a ollectioln of scatterers, but rather constitutes a smoothly varyving Grav-
ity field interacting with matter. Indeed, these are requirements almost synonymous
with conditions imposed on a smoothly flowing fluid: the distribution function f, for
example. Lnust satisfy a continuity equation which in this case is called the Collision-
less Boltzman equation (f)or a full derivation, see Binney and(l remaine [13]):
Of 6~ Of
of + 6 of =O (3.3)
To obtain the mass land velocity distributions in a galaxy one need only solve
ecquation3 3. Yet (closer examination reveals that the collisionless Boltzman equation
is not a trivial equation to solve, as f is a function of seven wvariables. The rescue
lies in the .Jeanis equations which provide a method of solving 3.3 for most common
potentials [13], [17]. Specifically the solution ields the average value of each of the
three velocities --one for each spacial coordinate as well as the dispersion tensor the
width of the velocity distribution.
In inventing (listri)bultion fictions that satisfy the 3.3, one must also keep in mind
that spira] galaxies outside our own seem to be emersed in a dark matter halo whose
boundaries far exceed the luminous disks, extending to tens of Kpc. These dark
matter halos seem to possess roughly spheroidal distributions [16]. A combination of
Copernican argiuments ald empirical evidence froim the Milky \VWay suggest that our
galaxy is t(o exception to the rule [9], [15]. Observations also exist to suggest the
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presence o)f a dark matter core which stretches out as far as 7 or 8 Kpc. keeping the
mass density in the Milky WVay nearly constant to at least the galactocentric radius.
8.5 Kpc 18].
Keeping in mind the theoretical and empirical constraints for the matter distri-
bution in the Milky Wah,. we now turn to the possible models of clark matter halos.
3.2 Distribution Functions
3.2.1 Evans' Power-Law Galaxies
In the 9's, Evans identified a family of velocity distribution functions which nicely
satisfy the Jeans equation and provided a plausible distribution for clark matter sur-
roun(ling elliptical alaxies fitting well re(lquirements impl)ose(l by the empirical find-
ings [19]. These galaxy imodels were termIed power-law" galaxies )ecause they were
sums of powers of the binding energy and the angular momentum in the direction,
L. In addition, as the L term suggests. they possess one direction of symmetry,
corresponding to axisymmetric potentials in which projections along the x and y cli-
recttions produce ellipsoids? whereas a projection along the produc(llle a circle. In [20],
Evans identified the general form of the velocity DF in an xisyimmetric model as
F(E, L) = (AL + B) exp(4E/ ,) )+ (C exp(2E/'t)) (3.4)
where (coistants A, B. an(l C are defined in terms of q, the ratio of the major and
ilninor axes, and RJ, the core radius. These constitute the cored, axisvymmetric DF's.
and they will be the focus of this project.
3.2.2 The NFW Universal Density Profile
In the late 90's Navarro, Frenk. and White, hereafter NFW, made a series of sitmula-
tions of Dark Matter halos [211. They concluded that the intrinsic density of the halo
was independent not only of mnass, bu)lt also of the geormetrv of the universe-be it a
fiat, = 1 or a (curve(, A 1 configuration. heir mo(lels are therefore independent
2.5
of the accuracy of our ldata regarding the geometry of the universe or the exact mass
of our own galaxy. Generally the NFW density follows a power-law distribution
p S r '- (3.5)
where n,:ff -2 for galactic scales [21].
As the discussion of Galactic dynamics suggested, one usually cannot pick the
number density and the velocity distribution separately, for they must satisf.- the
(ollisiolless Boltzman equation. However, the deviation arising from usiing Evans
power-law galaxies i conjunction with NFW densities is small, particularly for the
isothermal sphere [2].
NWith this in mnind, we adopt the NFW model, picking = -2. Adopting equation
3.5 and writilng it in the most general form, the number density as a function of radius
becones
9
p(r) = pt) r(3.6)
r2
where po -t(l r are constants (letermine b) elmplirical findings.
3.2.3 Isothermal Sphere
The first mtodel considered in this experiment is the isothermal sphere. It is not
strictly part of Evans' famework of ;galaxy (listribution fnctions, ut it shares the
power-law configuration of those models and thus makes a good basis for comparisoln.
Following Copi and Kraus, the velocity DF is written as
f(L) 0: /,T03 -'2/ l a (3.7)
where c0 is related to the disp)ersion velocity solution to the Jeans equation and.,
unisurprisingly, corresp)ollds to the dispersion velocity of the (ldark matter in the halo
[31j
The density profile is clictated by NFW, but the general form in equation 3.6 is
slightly modified. First, we ac(onmlodate evi(lelnce of a cored (distril)bution mentiolle(l
in p)revious sections [181. In addition, we consi(ler that the mneasured (lensity of
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imatter at the Solar radius is roughly 0.4 GelVlcm3 . Putting these facts together, the
isothermal sphere version of equation 3.6 becomes
r + ,
p(r) = p (3.8)
r' + r 2
Here r. is the (ore ra(lius, R.. is the Solar radius, po takes the value of 0.4 Gc'V/c-rri3
to ensure that p(r = R.) = 0.4 Ge V/cm3 as has been measured. In addition to
satisfy the flat rotation curve of the Milky Way, r in this model must take the value
of 2.8 kpc [22]. Y. is assigned the favored value of 8.5 pc.
3.2.4 Axisymmetric Distribution
The axisynmetric distribution follows equation 3.4, which can be rewritten in terms
(of velocit as
f(v, aC) = [4R (:cos, + I) 2 + B] (3.9)
exp) {- (' + 2, cos (Ss + l,')}
x ' ) (3.10)(r9 +%
eXI) { -( + 2c', tccos c. + ,+ ( (r  R ) (3.11)
where c, . 220k'm./sec is the solar velocity arouncl the galactic center, ( = 220km/sec
is the elo(wity at large radii and R. = 8.kpc as b)efore. A. B, and C(' are onstanlts
incorpo)rating the ratio of the nijor an(l minor axes q. rc, 'o and other fundamental
constants (see Kamionkowski and Kinkhabwala [2'2] for a derivation and definitions
of constants). Unfortunately, the greatest eccentricity permitted by the Evans' model
(orresponds to q = .71 [20]. This is potentially a limitation of this framework as it
doesn't llow large variations in mass distril)bution.
As in the isothermal sphere model, the density profile here follows NFW, but takes
into accoiunt the additional parameters of this model. To take flattening into account.
the axisvnmmIetric version of equation 3.6 becomes
[(2q + -1)r -- R- + (2-q -)] It'c+ Re+ (- ]
pN ) Po [(2q2)r2 + R; + (2 2 )j - r2 -+ -+ q-2] (3.12)
(where( R =::: V/.2 -/ 2 is te radial and z is the verti(cal coImpl)onents of the (distance to
the galactic center and po = .4 (GelV/cm 3 as before.
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One can see that when the axis ratio q goes to 1 the density of equation 3.12 dloes
not reduce to 6-1, reinforcing our previous assertion that the two models constitute
two separate frameworks for matter distribution. Fthermnore. to satisfy the empir-
ical conditioln imposed by the rotational curve data, the value of the core radius r,
must be 7 kpc, not 2.S kpc as in the case of the isothermal sphere.
Both f the isothermnal and the axisymmetric sphere (q = 1) models have been
used(l in earlier simulations of (ldark nmatter distril)utions, particularly by the group) who
coded GALPROP --a software ackage (liscullssed later in this work [31]. Equation
3.12 extends their Evans' spherical density to all of Evans' axisymnetric power-law
potentials.
Chapter 4
AMS-02 Experimental Premise
and Setup
4.1 Cosmic Rays
4.1.1 Secondary Cosmic Ray Creation and Propagation
As \W\IlPs arnd a,nti-WlMIPs collide, they give rise to other species in the stancldard
model colLectively termed Cosmic Rays or CR, possibly leaving an unmistakable mark
on the s,ctra of these particles [2]. Because many types of pairs are l)ro(lldu(ed il
the annihilation, both a continuum excess corresponding to spallation and a sharp
feature at the average energy of the WIMNIP from direct conversion are added to the
backgroundcl cosmic ray spectrum as a. result of non-zero cldark matter density [?], [32].
Tlhe C-R signatures of WIMNIP annihilations are Imodulllate(d by the energy loss dluring
propagation to earth. Unlike stars or other neutral bodies in the galaxy which move in
a smooth u:ravitational potential, obeying collisionless Boltzinan equation 3.3. charged
cosmic ravs interact with both photons and galactic magnetic fields, strewn about the
galtxy vy stronger forces than gravity. As a result, their Imotion is b)est Imod(elled by
(diffusionl. Taking into acolunt some empirically (determinied fctors, the propagati(o
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Figllure 4-1: Results froim the 2004 HEAT b)aloon-bornI experiment showing what seems
to be positron excess between 5 and 15 GeV. Picture taken fromi [261]
of such cosmic rays can be summarized by the following equation:
_' (f ,) ± V V' - V) + 1 p . 1
Ot = op )p + 2 .p ,3 7- T.
(4.1)
where , (= (, p, ) is the density per' unllit of total particle nlolllentuill. For further
explanation and definition of constants see [31] and [32]. Equation 4.1 is used in the
GALPROP package, discussed in the next chapter, which serves as one of the nmain
model(ling tools i this p)o ject.
4.1.2 Brief History of Indirect Detection
Antiprotons have constituted perhaps the most tapped component of the Cosm-ic Ray
spectrum i indirect clark nmatter searches (see for example [24j). But as those at-
tempts have largely failed to l)roduc(e positive results. attention has started to shift
to positrons. Though a background positron spectrum does threaten to mluddle any
signal from WIMP annihilation, it peaks in the MeV energy range: the protons pro-
duced in the Sun, for example, have such energies. The rest mass of the neutralino.
the lightest of the supersymmietric particles and possibly the favorite of NWIMP candi-
dates for (lark matter, on the other hand. is in the range of 10 to 103 GeV --wa,- al)ove
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Figure 4-2: The component detectors of the AMNIS module to be launched onto the
International Space Station around the year of 2007
the peak of the background spectrum [25]. The High Energy Antimatter, HEATL
b)all(oo-lolrn experiments have reportedl flux of positrols around 10 GeV to lbe in
access of that expected from backgrounds sources [26]. The results of the latest of
these experiments are shown in figure 4-1. As speculations about the validity of these
claims continulles [?] the need to more accurate detectors at high cosmic ray energies
lbecomles vi(denlt.
4.2 The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer 02
AMNIS is the next iteration of detectors aimed at probing the cosmic ray spectrum at
high energies, in particular the GeV range. The detector is shown in figure 4-2. The
model's placement Olltsi(lde of the atlmosphere as well as the unique combinatiom of
high-precision detectors will allow it to differentiate between similarly-charged high
energy particles. Till now, similar instruments have been balloon-flown and thus
subject to atmosphere-induced distortions. HEAT is the most recent of these attempts
though there have b)een others [?] (see f)or example, [27], [28]).
In a(ld(ition to l)eing in space, te AMNIS (Ontaills an advanltaged set of internal
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detectors. Of particular interest to this study is the Transition Radiation Detector,
TRD for short. which enables AMIS to distinguish high energy protons from antipro-
tons, mnaking a mistake only 1 in 106 (letections at energies as higrh as 300 GeV [?1.
Some special relativity is in order to understand the premise behind the TRD.
Cosmic Rays often propagate at speeds very close to the speed of light. According
to the Special Theory of Relativity, the total energy of the particle is given b the
sumll of its rest energy and its kinetic energy:
E = 1c2 +m,~C2 (4.2)
where is the Lorentz-factor which goes to infinity as the v-elocity of the p)articles
nears the speed of light. For cosmic rays which nmove at very high speeds. canll be
arbitrary large and thus the kinetic term dominates the rest mass term, making the
mass hard to determine. The energy in this case can be written simply as:
E = r'c 2. (4.3)
where the m ,¢2 term has been suppressed. Clearly for particles whose energy is accu-
ratelv described by .3 , canll be used as a weighing factor, related to the mass of the
particle by
= E/(tc 2) (4.4)
The TRD is ideal for distinguishing between relativistic particles because it is able
to mneasure T. he (letector is based ol the phelnonelnon of transitioll radiation"
which is elitted when charged particles pass through interfaces between materials
of different dielectric constants. I the case of the TRD. the to media are vacuum
ancl a specially prepared mixture of Xe and CO2 gasses. As the radiation, mostly in
the X-ray- regime. is eitted, it iOizes the gas and is ultimately registere(l )by tle
electroni(cs 301]
Fortunately, the energy of ra(diation emitted by charged particles traversing such
layers depends on the Lorentz factor,:
I , X? (4.5)
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Measurir:ng the energy released by the traversing particles one can measure the rela-
tivistic fctor and ultimately, using equation 4.4, the mass (the Energy of the particle
will l)e mneasured i)y other (letectors in the AMNIS) .
Overall, the AMNIS detector will be able to reliably differentiate between species of
particles and to measure their energies, constituting a powerful tool for searches of
dark matter signatures. Though it ill use the gamnm-ray, anti-proton and positron
sp)e('tlra t look for dark matter signatures, this exp)eriment focuses solely on its
p)(Ositron apabilities.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedure
5.1 Modelling the Dark Matter Distribution in the
Galaxy
T his expe) riment atteml)ts to mod(el two viable WIMNIP galactic dlistributions andl their
annihilation ito positrons to see the change in the resulting shape of the positron
spectrum. I this study, we ignore the continuum contribution to the positron spec-
trumn from ldark matter annihilation mentioned at the beginning of the previous chap-
teru', assuming that all (ldark imattelr is convertedl solely to positrmIs. Similar simpli-
fi('catiOs have been done in other stud(ies with (con(clusive results, i l)arti(cular, il
Moskalenko and Str6nlg [31].
Due to the irrelevance of normalization for the goals of the study. all normalizing
factors i th(ese simulations are overlooked and only the shape of the resulting positron
sl)e(:trlml- the slope of the p)ower-law is (ollsidee(l
5.1.1 Coding the Models in Root
The two lmatter distribution functions described in the previous chapter were modelled
in the software package Root, which is a C++ based library allowing easy plotting
o()f results. The action of the (lode (ca be) summllrizedl b two bro(ad tasks. First,
the (o(l(e similatedl the two ark miatter (listribution (configurations (discussed( i tlhe
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previous chapter-the isothermal sphere and the axisymmetric models. Second. the
program employed the monte carlo technique to simulate the cldark matter collisions
andl(l anni]hilati(ons into positrons.
To generate the appropriate dclark matter distribution. the program loops through
a grid of space. ranging from roughly -0() Kpc to .5() Kpc from the center of the
galaxy in each space direction. For each point in space aL, C++ object is instantiated.
This obje: t is one of two possible galaxy point tl)pes anl isothermal sphere p()oint or anl
axisvinnetri(' p)oinlt with a parti('ular value of q. hen reated. the point is related
information about its location in space and, i the case of anl axisvilmmetric galaxy,
the ratio between its major and minor axes. cq. -sino this information. eachll point canll
calculate the mass clensity and the phase-space density aLt its location 5 b calling
functions calcdlensity or calcphlaseiensity which are specific to each1 typ)e of galaxy
points. It canl also print out this information into a specified text file.
T'o acconomplish the task of simnulating collisions between cldark matter particles
a-s well as the consequent generation of positrons. each alaxy point class inherits
a func tion (alled nontecarlo fiomi their (conlimon superclass, uiI)point_ raLld. Thus
inonte-carlo is ind(lepend(lelnt of which galaxy is generate(l and works o the common
principle (of monte carlo sinmulations-it picks numbers at random, but multiplies them
by the appropriate probability. If the sinmulation is run enough times --if enough num-
bers are picked at random and scaled by the probability of their occurrence then the
final result will have the correct distril)bution.
In this simulation, the numbers picked at random are velocity components of two
cldark nmatter particles presumed to collide at a particular space point. Thus. at each
iteration of monte carlo. six velocity values are picked at random i the range of 0 and
10" r/.sc.' with the first three corresponding to the velocity of the first )particle, tl
and the second three to the velocity of the second. rS. where both particles are located
at the coordinate X of the galaxy point object calling the monte carlo function.
The needed probability of cl dark matter particle possessing velocity Fj or t is
nothing other thani the (listri)bution fiimctions i equation 3.7 or 3.11, since their
value represents the total rnumber of particles with the given veloc(ity, where the total
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number of particles has been normalized to 1. With this information in mind and
employing eqluation 2.13, the rate of dclark matter conversion to positrons at a space
point (can l)e written as
R Ffte = (E) () (5.1)Rate -
where N [is some overall normalization. Here. the number density n of equation 2.13
is given bv
n P2(:) (5.))
and ( 5) is taken from equation 3.7 or 3.11 depenlding onl which model is used. Finally,
the velocity parameter , in equation 2.13 is the absolute value of the velocity difference
F = - S . The value of cu in euation 2.13 is immaterial for our purposes since the
overall normalization will be readjusted later on to allow meaningful comparisons the
two models. Here we choose c = 1, but the critical p)oint aout the conversionll-to-
positron cross-section is that its assumed to be independent of the energy of colliding
dark matter particles.
With eluation 5.1 in mind, we can write an expression for the result of N monte
carl'].() simlllations.
,te' = f f ' (1' )f( ')Fd'/l'.',
.I'( , f (,5 ) (. ,Rate (5.3)
where F, once again, is given by equation 2.13. Noticing that both and o i the
expressionl for F are independent of velocity, we can rewrite .3
Rae rj' J. 2 >- u11f(5)f(it)d'ic&, 2 (54)Rotc = tUc(..4
.ift i7 .I( i ).(l' )d.,,, 2
The derivation of equation 5.4 demonstrates that N monte carlo simulations model
an integral over all velocity space a six dimensional integral impossible to do ana-
lvticallv. Of course, the assumption that the sum over mnonte carlo iterations ap-
pro()xiilnates an integral is (only true if we )erform enough of theni for the results to
be asymptotically reaching the steady value. Thus, one mlust perform several trials
to assess a sufficiently large number of iterations. In our case, N = 10()0 produced
repeatable outcomes and values of N larger than 100 produced 1no improvements.
Thus. N =-- 100 was the number ()f r(ronte carlo() iterationls perf()ormed for each model
in this exp)erimenlt.
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The rate of conversion to positrons given by equation 5.4 and approximated by
the monte carlo simulation is performed for each space point. The combined results
are olltplit into a text file, wlli(h lists the three coIlmponents of the location and the
rate of positron creation for use in the next level of simulations.
5.2 Obtaining Results through Galprop
The next level of simulation is a(colom)lishe(l using a large software package GAL-
PROP written bv Strolg and Moskalenko [33]. It was written to simulate the
positron background o earth in order to verify the validity of equation 4.1 and to
provide a plausible background spectrum of CR's for cldark matter simulations such as
this one. While powerful, simulating the propagation of primary and secondary elec-
tronlls, positronlls. protons and(l other p)articles through the Milky Way an(l oultputting
their flux and energy at the end position,. it is also flexible, allowing changes in the
readout location, for example, and specification of which species to propagate.
lThe oltpullt of the mionte carlo simulation are fed into GALPROP. The galaxy
p)oinlt oljec't lo('cations the sights of monte carl() sinulations --are llse(l Ias sour(ces of
secondary positrons in GALPROP. with dark matter annihilation rates in equation
5.4 specifying the number rate of positron creation. The initial energy of the created
positrons is specified by the user as is the location for the end-spectrum to be read out.
TIhe spacig of positron sources. oth secondary and prinary can also be chalnged.
Galprop canll be configurecl to produce both the background spectrumn as well as the
combined background ancl dark matter signature spectrlum in one run. Positron flux
(due to dark nmatter annihilations alone (can b)e obtained by sbtrac ting the )ackgroum
from the (omlbined spectrum.
5.3 Error Analysis
Error analysis is limited )v te very the nature of the project. As we are using no
real (ata. but only simulations, it is dlifficult to estimate errors. Given a large-enough
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value of N, the error born of the monte-carlo component is very minimal --less than
1 X. The authors of GALPROP claim that the error of their propagation routine is
arolnd(l 10% [31].
The uncertainty which remains to be estimated is the error inherent in this method
of modelling the dark matter distribution. The task would prove quite clhallenging
since no extensive clark matter induced positron spectra exist against which to com-
pare simlilation results. Luckily, b)ecause we are (collmparinlg outpuits of two miodels
whose un( ertaintv in that respect will be equal, we will overlook it in this study.
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Summary of Model Results
The output of the program written by the author and summarized i section .5.1.1 caln
be seen i figures (i-1 through 6-3. The nmass distribution of the two mnodels can be
gleaned from figure 6-1. The density averaged over one spacial cdirection is projected
onto the (orrespon(ding plane( ald plotted in either a two or three dimensional rep-
resentation. The simulation was run from -50 to o50 Kpc in each spacial dimension,
with points created (and monte carlo simulations run) at intervals of 10 Kpc. The
axisynmietric distribution displayed has the mini-mum valte of q = 0.71 allowed in
this model, making it maximallyv different from the isothermal sphere. .As wvill beconme
even minore appa.rent lter, the different nature of the two models (the differenlt extents
of the core radius for examllple and te truncation along one spacial dimension due to
the factor q) causes them to have slightly- different llormalizatiol te effects of which
we will e forced to ignore.
IThe rate of annihilation of (lark mnatter for the isothernial sphere an(d the axisvim-
inetric modlels are shown in figures 6-2 and 6-3 respectively. The three-dimensional
histogralll is projected onto three planes. For the isothermlal sphere the projections
results in a. sphericallyv symmnetric rate of annihilation. In the axisvmmnetric model, on
thle other ILal(ld, onl oe pr oje(tion is sylmmetri(, where as the other two are ellip)ses.
Thus for bothl lIlodels the aIlnihilationl rate fol]ows a pattern similar to the matter
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Figure 6- : The 2D proje(tiol and a 3D ontour plot of the number density in n
isothermal shere and aln axisvnnetri(c distriblltions. As pre(licte(l, the ilass distri-
bution is symmnetric in the first and slightly elongated in the second when projected
along the y-z plane, since z is the axis of symmetry.
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Figure 6-:2: The rate of (lark matter annihilation as a function of s)a(ce p)osition for
the isothernal sphere. The rate was projected onto the x-z, the x-y. and the -z
planes. Predictably, for an isothermal clark matter distribution all three projections
are svmnlletric.
distrilbutions shown in figures 6-1 and(l 3.12 as is pedicted by euation 5.2 where the
rate of annihilation is proportional to the square of the density.
The output of GALPROP is shown in the remaining plots. Figure 6-4 sunmnarizes
all inforinmation pro(luced l)by the program at the output. It shows a flux of )particles
as a function of (histan(ce from the galactic center and logarithm of energy,-.
For our purposes, we select one location r() with respect to the center of the Galaxy,
effectively projecting figure 6-4 onto plane at .r = r(). A resulting plot is shown in
figure 6-5. It shows the flux of positrons as a function of the logaritlhm of energy. The
only conrtribution accounllted for is from p)ositrons with initial energy, equal to 1)AfC.
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Figure 6-:: The rate of dark matter annihilation as a function of space position for
the axisyinmetric galaxy. The plots were generated by projection as above. Here, the
rate of annihilation is predictably only symmetric in one plane.
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Figure 6--4: One of the graphs output by GALPROP upon completion of the sillmu-
lation. This particular plot shows the flux both of the Standard Model backrouncd
positrons and products of cldark matter annihilations.
The unliform initial value of energy is evident in the cutoff a,t .r = 5: no positrons have
gaile(d net momentum as they pro))gated through the galaxy. Rather most of them
lost eergyv in collisions, resulting in a non-zero flux at all energies < 1() MeV. The
bottom part of figure 6-5 depicts spectra for several different starting points with the
same result tha.t aerage energy is less then the starting. The second plot has been
renormialize(l. So the absolute value of the flux app)ears to )e differenlt in the plot.
6.2 Comparison between Models
Finally, figure 6-6 compares positron fluxes for the axisvumetric, q = 0.71 and isother-
mal sphere models. The data sets presented in the plots were produced using dif-
ferent spacing of the galaxy grid (see caption). The difference in the absolute value
is meaningless given the already mentioned discrepancy in the normalization of the
two m(ode]s. Furthermore, the absolute (lifference between models in the top plot is
less than the 10c error inherent in GALPROP's p)ropagationl routilne. TIhe shapes
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FigulLre 6-5: Exampl(es of lots pro(lduce(l by t) Galprop when proje(cte(l onto a lnique
galac(to(eLltric radius value, in this (case 10 pcI)c. The top) plot shows flux for the
initial energy of 105 Mev = 10()0 GeV, where as the bottom shows four different initial
energy- results. These positron fluxes correspond to the axisvmmetric model, with
galaxy points occurring every 10 Kpc, in the range of -50 to 50 Kpc in each space
(lire(ti(on. The fllux (lepi(cte(d is found at 10 p\I)( along the x axis (ylindrical radial
coord(linate)
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of the two spectra in that plot can also be said to be identical, certainly within 10O.
uncertainty. In the bottom plot, however, the last statement does not seem to apply,
as the slope of the power law does vary between the two data sets.
Thus, looking at the results in figure 6-6 we cannot quantify the affect of the
dark matter distribution on the positron spectrum; saying there is no effect would be
premature in light of the bottom plot in figure 6-6. More tests are needed to establish
the dire( tion iand line causality. It is l)ertinellt to establ)lish '1u/m e:c,'tly is effe(tilig
the positron spectrum. Results in figure 6-6 (do not neq( ivo(ally elucidate whether
it is the dark matter distribution that creates the difference between the curves in
the bottom figure. or whether it is some detail of the more frequently-spaced positron
sources tlhat creates greater variability. Our error estimates are not complete enough
to shed lighlt on this dilemila
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Figure 6-16: The positron flux corresponding to the isothermal sphere dark matter
distrib)llti(l,, ill red, andl( to the axisymnietric model with = 1, in black. overlave(d.
In the top) plot, the grid parameters are the same as in figure 6-5. whereas in the
bottom, the galaxy points occur every 8 Kpc and range from -48 to 48 Kpc in every
space direction. The positron flux is read out at 8 Kpc.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This study was a, good introcluction to the intricacies of modelling the dark matter
distribution and its effects on the positron spectrum. The most we can conclude from
thle results is that dark mattter distrilbution, at least in the framework of axisymnet-
ric and spherical models we chose, does not have a dramatic effect o the positron
spectrum. We cannot, however, quantify that effect or dismiss it as null.
too inany issues remain to )e ilnvestigate(l. It is un(lear, for example, why the
differelln(ce ill the s)acillg, with the readout iln 1)oth cases h)app)ening (lirectly o top
of a galaxy point containing dark matter and producing positrons, should effect the
relative shift of the two positron spectra. It is possible that this difference is a
consequence of higher frequency spacing rather than any reflection of the varying
dlark mnatter distribution mo(lels. In futire stu(lies. these two possil)le contributi(ons
to the (.osmli(' ray spectrumll shoul( l)e carefully (de(oul)le(l.
As a frther endeavor in this field, it would be interesting to investigate the effect
of strong point sources or clumps in the dclark matter galactic distribution on the
positron spectrum on earth. Prior work )y Peter Fisher showed that the )positrom
spectrum is only affected by clark matter within a 3 Kpc radius [25]. His preliminlary
results are- shown i figure 7-1. The framework developed in this project would be
useful for esting this hypothesis. By putting a point source into an otherwise smooth
(lark imatter distrilbution (excepting the requ(lliremlelnt for a s)ae gri(l inherent i the
Illmodel). and keeping all other p)arameters constant, e could( see its effects on the
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Figure 7-1: Signal fromt a point sourc'e
positron spectrium.
In short, this report provicles good preliminary results, inlicatig that the proce-
(lure (loes 11hold p)telltial for future studies and should b)e used to that effect.
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